Year 5: Remote Learning Schedule
W/C 22nd February
Maths
(approx. 45 mins per lesson)

This week our focus
is: Fractions

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Lesson 1:

Lesson 2:

Lesson 3:

Lesson 4:

Lesson 5:

To add and subtract
fractions

To add fractions within
1

To add 3 or more
fractions

To add various
fractions

Click here to watch the video to
support you.

Click here to watch the video to
support you.

Click here to watch the video to
support you.

Click here to watch the video
to support you.

Arithmetic skills
Challenge yourself with
our weekly arithmetic
paper.

You will find links to videos produced by White Rose Maths above. The questions and resources can be found below; if you didn’t
get a particular question correct (and you’re not quite sure why) then drop your teacher a message on ClassDojo!

Remember to log in to TT Rockstars each week to practise your times tables!
Message your teacher on ClassDojo if you’ve forgotten your login details.

Remember to share your learning on ClassDojo!
Take a photo of your work and upload it to your Dojo Portfolio or Messaging section for your teacher to see.

English
(approx. 45 mins per lesson)

This week our focus
is:
Narrative

Lesson 1:

Lesson 2:

Reading comprehension
Extract from Friend or Foe
by Michael Morpurgo.

Grammar

To identify and use a
subordinate clause.

Lesson 3:
To identify historical
facts.

Lesson 4:

Lesson 5:

To plan a narrative.

To draft the opening of
my narrative.

The questions and resources can be found below; if you didn’t get a particular question correct (and you’re not quite sure why)
then drop your teacher a message on ClassDojo!

This week’s spellings are: accommodate, accompany, according, achieve, aggressive. (Remember to test yourself on Friday!)
Reading for Pleasure is such an important part of our curriculum – follow the link here to watch videos of celebrities discussing their favourite books, understanding the
role of an author and a fun quiz to take part in.

Reading for Productivity is a fantastic way for us to expand our knowledge and understanding
of our wider curriculum lessons. Read the texts and answer the attached questions.

Extended Curricular Learning

Mon:

Tues:

Wed:

Thurs:

Fri:

Geography

RE

DT

Science

Computing

provides a great opportunity to exercise skills in foundation subjects and science. Within this pack, you will find 5 activities that link to
our topic: one for each day. Please continue to upload your work to ClassDojo for your teacher to see!

Fairtrade fortnight
1

- Fairtrade fortnight starts on Monday. Go to the last page to find out more!

2

Maths lesson 1: To add and subtract fractions (Main, Blue Task)

3

4

Maths Lesson 1: To add and subtract fractions - Red Task.
If you are finding the main task too difficult, have a go at the red task below.

Varied Fluency

5

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 1: To add and subtract fractions - Gold Task.
If you are finding the main, blue task too easy, or have whizzed through it quite quickly,
challenge yourself and have a go at the gold task below.

Varied Fluency

6

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 1: Deepen the moment…

7

Maths lesson 2: To add fractions within 1 (Main, Blue Task)

8

9

Maths Lesson 2: To add fractions within 1 - Red Task.
If you are finding the main task too difficult, have a go at the red task below.

Varied Fluency

10

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 2: To add fractions within 1 - Gold Task.
If you are finding the main, blue task too easy, or have whizzed through it quite quickly,
challenge yourself and have a go at the gold task below.

Varied Fluency

11

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 2: Deepen the moment…

12

Maths lesson 3: To add 3 or more fractions (Main, Blue Task)

13

14

Maths Lesson 3: To add 3 or more fractions - Red Task.
If you are finding the main task too difficult, have a go at the red task below.

Varied Fluency

15

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 3: To add 3 or more fractions - Gold Task.
If you are finding the main, blue task too easy, or have whizzed through it quite quickly,
challenge yourself and have a go at the gold task below.

Varied Fluency

16

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 3: Deepen the moment…

17

Maths lesson 4: To add fractions (Main, Blue Task)

18

19

Maths Lesson 4: To add fractions - Red Task.
If you are finding the main task too difficult, have a go at the red task below.

Varied Fluency

20

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 4: To add fractions - Gold Task.
If you are finding the main, blue task too easy, or have whizzed through it quite quickly,
challenge yourself and have a go at the gold task below.

Varied Fluency

21

Reasoning and Problem Solving

Maths Lesson 4: Deepen the moment…

22

Maths Lesson 5: Arithmetic Test Paper 4.
You have 30 minutes to complete your arithmetic test; set a timer so you know how much time is remaining. Remember to
highlight symbols and to show your working out. When you have finished, use the answer sheet to mark your test and
record your score out of 32. If you have any corrections, do these again in a different colour beside your previous answer.
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24

25

26
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Maths Lesson 5: Deepen the moment…
Write 2 top tips for somebody trying to complete question 26 and write an explanation on how you would work it out.
28

English – Practise your spellings

Remember to ... Look, cover, say, write and then check!

accommodate
accompany
according
achieve
agressive
Use the first column example words to go over the letters and practise your handwriting joins.
Can you write sentences for each of your spellings?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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English lesson 1: Reading comprehension
Extract from Friend or Foe by Michael Morpurgo
It was still dark up in the street, and fine drizzle sprayed their faces as they walked away from the
house. David looked back over his shoulder as they came to the post-box at the corner and caught a
last glimpse of the front steps. He felt his mother’s hand on his elbow, and then they were round the
corner.
Ahead of them there was a glow of fire in the sky. “South of the river,” his mother said. “Battersea, I
should say. Poor devils. At least you’ll be away from all that, David, away from the bombs, away
from the war. At least they won’t get you as well.” He was surprised by the grim tone in her voice.
“Where will you go, Mum?”
“Wherever they send me. Probably to the coast – Kent or somewhere like that. Somewhere where
there’s anti-aircraft guns, that’s all I know. Don’t worry, I’ll write.”
Their footsteps sounded hollow in the empty street. They had to step off the pavement to pick their
way round the edge of a pile of rubble that was still scattered halfway across the street. That was
where the Perkins family had lived. They had been bombed out only a week before; they were all
killed. Special prayers were said at school assembly for Brian and Garry Perkins, but no one ever
mentioned them after that. They were dead, after all.
In the gloom outside Highbury and Islington Underground Station there was already a crowd of
people. Miss Evers’ voice rang out above the hubbub and the crying. She was calling out names. His
mother pulled at his hand and they ran the last few yards.
“Tony Tucker. Tony Tucker.” Miss Evers’ voice rose to a shriek. “Where’s Tucky. Has anyone seen
Tucky?”
“He’s coming, miss. I saw him.”
“And what about David Carey? Is he here yet?”
“Yes, miss. I’m here, miss.” David spoke out, pleased at the strength in his voice.
“Here’s Tucky, miss. He’s just coming.”
“Right then.” Miss Evers folded her piece of paper. “We’re all here, and it’s time to go. Say goodbye
as quick as ever you can. The train leaves Paddington at half past eight, and we have to be there at
least an hour before. So hurry it up now – and don’t forget your gas masks.”

David felt the case being handed to him. “Goodbye, David. And don’t worry. It’ll be all right. I’ll
send a letter as soon as I can. God bless.” She kissed him quickly on the cheek and turned away. He
watched her until she disappeared at the end of the street. All around him there was crying: boys
he’d never dreamt could cry, weeping openly, and mothers holding on to each other as they walked
away. He was glad his mother hadn’t cried, and it helped him to see so many of his friends as
miserable as he felt himself. He blinked back the tears that had gathered in his eyes and wiped his
face before turning towards the station.
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The warmth of the Underground came up to meet them as the school trooped down the silent,
unmoving escalator. They followed Miss Everts along the tunnels, down the stairways and out on to
the platform. Tucky came up alongside David and dropped his suitcase.
“H’lo, Davey.”
“H’lo, Tucky.” They were old friends and there was nothing more to be said.
They did not have long to wait. There was a distant rumble and then a rush of warm, oily wind
that blew their eyes closed as it rushed into the platform. Miss Evers counted them as they pushed
and jostled into the carriage, herding them in like sheep, so that every corner of the carriage was
filled. The doors clicked and hissed shut, and the train jerked forward, throwing everyone against
each other.
David watched the last Highbury and Islington sign as long as he could, craning his neck until the
carriage plunged into the darkness of the tunnel and it was gone.

Year 5 Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What was the weather like when David and his mother walked away from their house?
What had caused the ‘glow of fire in the sky’ in Battersea?
Why did David and his mother have to step off the pavement?
Where was the train leaving from and at what time?
Why does the author describe the children moving onto the train by writing ‘herding them in
like sheep’?
6. Based on the entire text, describe how David might have been feeling as the train ‘plunged
into the darkness of the tunnel’?

You may want to use this link to listen to other extracts from the same story:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks2-friend-or-foe-michael-morpurgoindex/znb78xs

Deepen the moment
Put yourself in David’s situation. Describe the thoughts, feelings and emotions you would have
experienced as your mum kissed you goodbye and then turned around and left. Write a paragraph
using the first person.
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English lesson 2: Grammar
To identify and use a subordinate clause.
In this lesson, you will be learning how to use subordinate clauses to form complex sentences. The
second task will introduce relative clauses and give you the opportunity to practise using them.

Task 1

33
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Task 2

Deepen the moment
Create your own ‘cheeseburger’ complex sentences using relative clauses to describe what
happened to evacuees during the Second World War.
For example: Evacuees, whose parents were killed during the Second World War, often

stayed with their host families after the war had finished.
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English Lesson 3: To identify historical facts.
During today’s lesson you will read one fiction text and one non-fiction text. Your task is to identify and
record historical facts in the texts. Historical facts help to make fiction texts more believable as they build
a real life context for fictional characters to exist in.
Text 1

36

Text 2
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Task:
Read the two texts, 'The Tunnel’ and ‘Real life Stories' and highlight historical information linked to
the war and evacuation. For example, how children leaving London to travel to the countryside,
living with a host family, leaving family members behind and the impact this would have on
children. Make note of the historically factual information you find as this will support you when
you are writing your own evacuation narrative set during the Second World War.
The link below provides some insightful information to evacuated children.
https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-evacuated-children-of-the-second-world-war

Deepen the moment:
Write a short paragraph explaining what impact evacuation had on children when their families told
them they were being evacuated.
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English lesson 4: To plan a narrative.
In today’s lesson, you will start to bring your own ideas, as well as the historical facts from yesterday’s
lesson, together on a planning sheet. The key events of the story have been provided for you, however,
you can choose to change or tweak these but be careful to keep the events within the historical factual
context of evacuees during the Second World War.
Task 1: Complete the planning sheet by adding in details and historical facts as well as ideas from your own
imagination.
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.
Task 2:
Now you have the details and facts on your plan, your next task is to place the events of your story
on a story mountain.
Use the blank story mountain to position the events in order to see the ‘arc’ of your story.

Deepen the moment:
On your plan, write a list of sentence openers you could use to start each paragraph. If you use a
fronted adverbial remember to include a comma
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English lesson 5: To draft the opening of my narrative.
During today’s lesson, you will be writing the opening part of your evacuee story. You will be
using your plan and your existing knowledge and understanding of evacuees based on all of
your learning so far this term. There are also useful and helpful resources, such as your
knowledge organiser, Year 5 and 6 statutory spelling list and a number of videos and
photographs.
Task:
Your opening should include a detailed setting description of London (or another big city targeted by
German air raids), as well as an introduction to the characters of involved.

Use the pictures (below) and this video to help with your opening section:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clKxrDza1d8
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WAGOLL – You may want to use the WAGOLL to help with your opening.
It was still dark up in the street, and fine drizzle sprayed their faces as they walked away from the
house. David looked back over his shoulder as they came to the post-box at the corner and caught a
last glimpse of the front steps. He felt his mother’s hand on his elbow, and then they were round the
corner.
Ahead of them there was a glow of fire in the sky. “South of the river,” his mother said. “Battersea, I
should say. Poor devils. At least you’ll be away from all that, David, away from the bombs, away
from the war. At least they won’t get you as well.” He was surprised by the grim tone in her voice.

Deepen the moment:
Can you include the characters thoughts and feelings about the city they live in?
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Reading for Productivity: Geography Lesson 1

45

46

Deepen the Moment:
Plastic pollution is a global issue. However, consider the positive impact you can
have on your local environment by making small changes.

List five ways in which you can have a positive impact in your local area.
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Year 5 Extended Curricular Learning
Geography – Plastic Pollution Monday
22nd February 2021 – Activity 1

VIPs:
•

Renewable resources are those which come from a source that can continue to replenish itself. E.g.
wind, sunlight, wood, paper and leather.
• Non-renewable resources are things that are not able to replenish themselves; there is a set amount of
the resource available and once it is used, there is none left on Earth. E.g. gasoline (petrol), diesel, coal
and natural gas.
• Although many plastics can be recycled, most are created using ‘petro-chemical’ processing (using
similar components to petrol) so they are non-renewable.
Sustainability means ensuring that the planet and all of its resources can continue to provide a home for the
humans, animals and plants that live here. It is our job to take care of the planet to ensure that future
generations of people and animals can live and thrive on Earth.
Since the 1960s, plastic has been used in huge amounts of products. Today we are surrounded by more plastic
than ever before; Plastic production has surged over the past 50 years, from 15 million tonnes in 1964 to 311
million tonnes in 2014, and is expected to double again over the next 20 years.
As outlined in the Reading for Productivity, plastic pollution can be incredibly harmful to the ecosystem.
However, every one of us can do something to stop plastics pollution.

Task: Make a poster outlining some of the things people can do to reduce plastic pollution. You
should ensure the poster is eye-catching and persuasive.

Your poster could include the following:
1. Avoid plastic where possible, for example
buy cotton buds made with card instead of
plastic.
2. Use a reusable bottle for your drinks.
3. Say no to plastic bags and drinking straws.
4. Buy unpackaged food and grow your own.
5. Avoid using wet wipes.
6. Avoid buying balloons for parties, or releasing
balloons into the sky.

7. Wear clothes made with natural fibres.
8. Try to avoid glitter, or only use eco-friendly
glitter in school.
9. Avoid using products with microbeads in
them (common ingredients to look out for
in the ingredients list are polyethylene and
polypropylene).
10. Pick up litter.
11. Never flush plastics down the toilet.

Deepen the moment…
Should plastic be banned altogether? Why?
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Reading for Productivity: RE Lesson 2
The Sheep and the Goats, Matthew 25:31-46
In this parable, Jesus uses the example of a shepherd who separates his sheep from his goats in
order to help his followers understand what judgement will be like. Jesus explains that people will
be separated into two groups:
1) Those who have lived good lives and believed in God will be put on one side and have a place
in Heaven.
2) Those who have rejected the belief in God and sinned in their lives will be placed on the other
side and will go to Hell.
When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, he will sit on his glorious
throne. All the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate the people one from another
as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. He will put the sheep on his right and the goats
on his left.
Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my Father; take your
inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world. For I was hungry and you
gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and
you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was
in prison and you came to visit me.’
Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and
give you something to drink? When did we see you a stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes
and clothe you? When did we see you sick or in prison and go to visit you?’
The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and
sisters of mine, you did for me.’
Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you who are cursed, into the eternal
fire prepared for the devil and his angels. For I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I was
thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink, I was a stranger and you did not invite me in, I needed
clothes and you did not clothe me, I was sick and in prison and you did not look after me.’
They also will answer, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry or thirsty or a stranger or needing clothes
or sick or in prison, and did not help you?’
He will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did not do for one of the least of these, you did not do
for me.’

Why sheep and goats? God often describes his people as sheep in scripture. Sheep listen
to their shepherd, and follow him. They look to him for all their needs and will suffer
without him. What are goats like? Goats are stubborn. They resist being told what to do.
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Questions
1) What will happen to those who have lived good lives and believed in God?
2) Where will the Son of Man sit?
3) Which of these is closest in meaning to the eternal fire?
Heaven

Hell

Earth

Jerusalem

4) According to the text, what are goats like?
5) What do you think is meant by ‘The kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world.’
6) Answer these true or false questions.
a) The sheep are put on the right and the goats on the left.
b) The sheep will go to Hell.
c) The Goats are the ones that helped others in their lives.
d) In the story, it is better to be a sheep than a goat.

Deepen the Moment:
Do you think the decision about the fate of the goats and the sheep is fair?

Fully justify your answer in a short paragraph.
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Year 5 Extended Curricular Learning
R.E. – Judgement – the sheep and the goats
Tuesday 23rd February 2021 – Activity 2

VIPs:
Jesus taught his followers that when they died, they would be judged fairly upon the way that they
had lived their lives.
Think about what the words justice and fairness mean to you. What are some of the things you think are unjust
or unfair? Have you ever acted unjustly or unfairly to others? How did they respond?
In the parable from the Reading for Productivity, Jesus separates his people into those who have lived good lives
and believed in God to be given a place in Heaven, and those who have rejected the belief in God and sinned in
their lives who will be placed on the other side and will go to Hell.
Task: For your main task today, you will pretend that you were in the crowd of people judged by Jesus
and found to be either a ‘sheep’ or a ‘goat’. Write a diary entry to explain your view of what has
happened.
Think about:
- What happened?
- Was it fair? (Why/why not - how did your character live their life?)
- What have you learned from this?

If you’re not feeling confident about what to write, the following words and sentence starters may help:

justice/just

fairness/fair

parable

deserving

undeserving

reward

punishment

Jesus

teachings

lesson

Sentence starters (suggestions):
-

I can’t believe what happened to me today…

-

Jesus began dividing everyone in this crowd…

-

He said that I was a … because…

-

This is totally unfair, because…

-

This is entirely just, because…

-

I lived my life in a way that was…

-

From this experience, I have learnt to try and be a better person by…

Deepen the moment…
If you knew for certain that you were going to be judged for your actions when you died, how might
you live your life differently?
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Reading for Productivity: DT Lesson 3
Rationing was introduced in Britain on 8th January 1940, just four months
after the start of the Second World War and didn’t end until 1954.
However, fourteen years of rationing meant that cooks had plenty of time
to get creative.
Pickling and preserving became crucial, not just as a means of effective
storage but as a way of livening up meals made from the same old
rations. Meat was rationed on a price basis so if you could be clever with
cheaper cuts of meat, you’d have more to last the week and if you lived
in the country, you could supplement the ration with rabbit or pigeon.
Baking without eggs or sugar became commonplace, a good pickle or
chutney could spice up an old recipe, and foraging could produce some
edible, if not always strictly enjoyable, additions to your diet.
Thankfully we are not currently on rations, so there’s no need to go
looking for potentially poisonous mushrooms or stinging nettles to
eat, but when you consider how much food is wasted in the UK alone
(approximately 25% of all food we buy), a little wartime frugality could
benefit us

1) Why did cooks become so creative?
2) Name two things that became crucial for storage
3) Define the word foraging
4) How much food is wasted in the UK alone?
5) What does frugality mean?
6) Find and copy a word which means ‘to add’
Deepen the Moment:
How would you feel if rationing was introduced now? What impact would it have
on your day-to-day life?
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Year 5 Extended Curricular Learning
D.T. – Rationing
Wednesday 24th February 2021 – Activity 3

VIPs:
•
•

Britain stopped importing food when the war started because ships bringing the food were
destroyed by German submarines.
The government knew that this would lead to a shortage of food, so rationing was introduced in
January 1940.

During rationing, people had to get their ration book stamped by
the shopkeeper.
Why do you think this was?

People were asked to save leftover food, which was collected in big bins.
Why do you think this was?

WW2 was a worrying time for many people in Great Britain. A lot changed and it was the
Government’s job to keep people informed whilst at the same time, reassuring them and making them
feel safe.
Task: Imagine you work for the Ministry of Food in 1940; use your knowledge about rationing to
create a leaflet that could be distributed to the people of Great Britain.
Make sure the leaflet explains: What rationing is, How it will work and Why we need it.
Think about your audience and how to get your message across in a clear
and simple way.
How will it make them fell safe and reassured?
(You could even use an old tea bag to stain the paper so it looks old)

Deepen the moment…
Butter, sugar, tea, meat, eggs, cheese, chocolate, jam, sweets and milk were all rationed, whilst
potatoes, fruit and fish were not.
Do you think rationing improved the health of people in Britain?
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Reading for Productivity: Science Lesson 4
What is Water Resistance?
Water resistance is a type of force that uses friction to slow things down that are moving through
water. It is often called drag. Water resistance doesn't have to be just water, it can happen to
objects moving through any type of fluid. Water resistance happens because of the particles in
water or the fluid. As the object moves through it collides with the particles which try to slow it
down.
There are a number of factors that affect this force:
•

Different shaped objects have different levels of water resistance, streamlined shapes have
less water resistance and can therefore move through water much more easily. If an object is
turned sideways, it will likely be easier to push it through the water. This is why fish are
shaped the way they are. The area is one of the biggest factors affecting water resistance. If
an object has a larger area, it will collide more with water particles and therefore have a
bigger drag force. If you spread out your body jumping into water you will encounter more
water resistance.

•

Velocity can affect this force too. This is how fast the object initially travels through the water.
If an object has a bigger velocity, it will have a stronger drag force. The faster it is going, the
stronger the drag force.

•

The texture of the object is another common factor affecting the force.

•

The density of the fluid it is moving through can also affect it. Density is how much matter is
packed into a substance, how tightly packed the particles are. The more dense the water, the
greater the drag force.

Examples of using Water Resistance
A similar force to water resistance is air resistance which is a type of friction between the air and
another object, like an aeroplane. The air particles hit the aeroplane making it harder to move
through the air. Water resistance is the same as this but with objects moving through the water.
For example, if you go swimming, you have to push the water out of the way in order to move
forward. This is because there is friction between your skin and the water particles.
Science of Swimming - The level of water resistance increases if your body is completely
submerged in the water and therefore it is harder to move. This is why swimmers tend to go towards
the surface as much as possible because moving through air resistance allows a better speed of
movement than water resistance.
Penguins and Water Resistance - Penguins are able to glide through the water with little water
resistance because they are slim and have bullet-shaped bodies. Although, their feathers do slow
them down. To change their direction, they can stick out their flippers which steer them against the
water.
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Questions
1) What is water resistance?
2) What happens if an object in water has a larger area?
A) It will collide less with water particles and therefore have a smaller drag force.
B) It will collide more with water particles and therefore have a bigger drag force.
C) The area will have no impact on the object in water.
3) Name three factors that affect water resistance.
4) Write a definition of the word density.
5) Which of the following words/phrases also means submerged?
high

on top

under

far away

6) Why do penguins find it easy to swim through the water?

Deepen the Moment:
Prove it!
If two parachutes that have strings of a different lengths are dropped
from the same height, will they fall at the same speed?
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Year 5 Extended Curricular Learning
Science – Water Resistance
Thursday 25th February – Activity 4

VIPs:
•
•
•

Water resistance is a force that tries to slow things down that are moving through water. It is
a type of friction and is sometimes called drag.
The more streamlined an object is, the less water resistance will occur.
Streamlined objects have the smallest surface area at the front possible, therefore they are
usually long and thin to move through water more easily.

Today, you are going to create your own investigation in order to answer the following question:
How does the shape of an object effect the time taken to travel through water?

When planning your experiment, think about these questions:
What equipment will you need?
What method will you use?
How will you make it a fair test?
What is the dependent/independent variable?
What is your prediction?

The following video shows one method for how, with a clear container and a blob of blue-tac / playdoh, you could consider investigating how the shape of an object affects how streamlined it is and
how quickly it travels through water: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a85Qepkt6J0
You could investigate which shapes fall most quickly through water and which shape is slowest.
Once you have completed your experiment, see if you can draw a diagram to represent how water
resistance worked against the objects in your experiment.

Deepen the moment…
True or false?
Streamlined shapes will travel at the same speed through any type of fluid.
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Reading for Productivity: Computing Lesson 5
Steve Jobs
Steven Paul Jobs (February 24th 1955 – October 5th 2011) was an
American business magnate and investor. He was best known for
his time as chairman and co-founder of Apple. Jobs is widely
recognised as a pioneer of the computer revolution of the 1970s
and 1980s, along with Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak.
Steve Jobs was born in San Francisco, California, and was put up for adoption. He was then raised in the
San Francisco Bay Area and attended Reed College; however in 1972 he dropped out. Two years later, he
travelled through India seeking enlightenment and studying Buddhism.
Jobs co-founded Apple in 1976 with Steve Wozniak. Together the duo gained fame and wealth a year later
with their Apple II computer. It was followed, in 1984, by the successful Macintosh computer. However, Jobs
was forced out of Apple in 1985 after a long power struggle with the company's board. That same year, he
founded NeXT, a company that specialised in computers for higher-education and business. In addition, he
helped to develop the visual effects industry when he founded the computer graphics division of Lucasfilm in
1986. This new company was called Pixar. Pixar went on to produce the first 3D computer animated film in
1995 called Toy Story.
NeXT merged with Apple in 1997, and Jobs became the head of his former company within a few months. He
was largely responsible for helping to revive Apple, which had been on the verge of bankruptcy. He worked
closely with designer Jony Ive to develop a line of products that led to the iMac, iTunes, the iPod, the iPhone
and the iPad.
Unfortunately, Jobs was diagnosed with a pancreatic neuroendocrine tumour in 2003. He died from factors
relating to the tumour at the age of 56 on 5th October 2011.

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Between what years did Steve Jobs live?
How is he best known?
How is he widely recognised?
What year did he travel through India and why?
How was Jobs forced out of Apple in 1985?
What two companies did he go on to found?
What products were developed to bring Apple back from the verge of bankruptcy?
When was Jobs diagnosed with and when did he die?

Deepen the Moment:
Write a paragraph to explain to younger students who Steve Jobs was; remember to
keep your language simple and to use the correct punctuation throughout.
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Year 5 Extended Curricular Learning
Computing – Steve Jobs
Friday 26th February 2021 – Activity 5

Option 1: Design outcome
VIPs:
•
•

Hardware refers to the machines, wiring, and other physical components of a computer or other
electronic system.
Software refers to the programs and other operating information used by a computer or electronic
system.

Steve Jobs was one of the founders of Apple Inc. who, amongst a wealth of other products, produced
the iPhone – a product which many of you and your parents will use.
Phones have changed dramatically over the last 40 years, to almost unrecongisable degrees.

Task: Think about how you see the phone changing over the next 40 years of your lifetime. Design
a phone which will be used in the future.

Remember to label your design, including what hardware and software features it includes.
What will it be able to do?

Where will people keep them?

Will it even look like a phone?

Deepen the moment…
True or False: Phones are always going to be a part of our society now. Say why you think so.
Option 2: Computing outcome
If
: you would like to try a Computer-based task at home, and have a computer which has access to a spreadsheet
software (like Microsoft Excel), you may want to try completing this formatting task instead.
VIPs:
• Information on a spreadsheet goes into a cell.
• Each cell is named by the column and row in which it is located.
The following website has a good summary of using Excel to format
https://www.schoolsofkingedwardvi.co.uk/ks2-computing-information-technology-5-spreadsheets-charts/
Task: Create a spreadsheet which you can use to automatically calculate some data you put in. e.g. the
average colour of cars which pass your window in 10 minutes.
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Fairtrade Fortnight
Monday 22nd February - Sunday 7th March 2021
Monday 22nd February marks the beginning of Fairtrade fortnight . This Fairtrade Fortnight we are thinking
about what we want the world to be and the ways in which we can make choices to shape the world.
To make a choice that is good for us, we need to know a bit about what our options are. But the choices we
make don’t just affect us. Many of our choices will have an effect on other people. Sometimes they will have a
big effect.
Today, you have already made choices that impact the lives of many other people around the world.The things
we buy and enjoy have a big effect on the lives of other people. Everything we eat, wear or play with has been
grown or made by someone somewhere, and the products we buy will make a difference to the sort of life
those people have.The more we learn about the people we rely upon, the more likely we are to want to make
good choices.

Task 1 : To join in with some of the activities you can do to understand fairtrade better, why not
follow some of the links below:
Come on in to Coobana: a board game to help students learn about Fairtrade, Coobana and the banana trade:
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-resources/come-coobana-board-game/
The journey of a Fairtrade football: a presentation explaining the process of how footballs are made and how
Fairtrade can help: https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-resources/journey-fairtrade-football/
A faritrade quiz: https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-resources/primary-school-quiz-for-fairtradefortnight-2021/
Or, Visit: https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-resources/climate-fairtrade-and-you-education-pack-for-primary-schools/ for the full Primary
Schools pack.

Task 2: Watch this video to find out more about the things you can do to live a fairtradeconscious lifestyle: https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-resources/change-the-world-throughyour-choices/
Task 3: Make a poster outlining some of the ways people can help to make the world a fairer
place by being conscious of fairtrade.
Why not share some of the Fairtrade activities you’ve enjoyed with your teachers on Class Dojo or post them
on to your school’s social media platforms. You can tag @FairtradeUKEd and use the hashtag
#FairtradeTogether on social media posts!
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